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Greenwood project
Please note that you will need to
pay your own bus or train fare for
Greenwood events. We also ask
for a £1.50 contribution towards
any food and drink provided.

september
Thurs 8th - Sat 10th
Escot Camp: Cost £28 per
person including 2 nights
camping and meals on
Thursday evening, Friday
breakfast, lunch and evening
meal, and Saturday breakfast
and lunch. Cost does not
include travel to Escot.
Fri 23rd Escot: shelter
building.
Sun 25th Allotment: 2-6 pm
Tues 27th Old Sludge Beds:
Nature reserve and Topsham
Ferry. Meet at Exeter Quay by
the Custom House 1pm. Bring
packed lunch and shoes
suitable for wet ground.
Fri 30th Haldon Hill: Magic
Walk and David Nash
exhibition. Meet Exeter bus
station 11.00. Bring packed
lunch. Approximately 3 mile
walk. Lifts back by car available
to Exeter about 5pm. (TBC)

october
Mon 3rd Walk: Budleigh to
Exmouth coastal walk. About 5
miles in all. Meet 10.40am
Exeter bus station, or 11.40 at
Exmouth bus station, or 12.00
noon at Budleigh Public Hall.
Bring a packed lunch.
Fri 7th Escot: apple jam
Fri 14th Eggesford: Woodland
walk, whistles. Meet 10.10am
back Exeter 5ish. Bring packed
lunch.
Fri 21st Escot: using the forge
Sun 30th Allotment: 2 - 6pm

November
Fri 4th Escot: pumpkin day
Mon 7th Dartmoor: Walk from
Sticklepath to Belstone. 4 or 5
mile walk. Bring packed lunch.
Meet 10am Exeter bus station,
Back 5ish.
Fri 18th Escot: bringing/
making stories
Sun 20th Allotment: 2 - 6pm
Sun 27th Lockbar: Christmas
Tree expedition. Meet St
Davids Station 11.40am, back
about 6.30. Train fare (max £8)
and £1.50 towards food.
Andrew Barkla (07855 633304)
or Bev Slade (07967 123597)
greenwoodproject@hotmail.co.uk
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Dramatherapy
for women

Do you love
being creative but
find it difficult
to express
yourself
?
Kate and Sam will be running 12 weeks of
Dramatherapy workshops at the Bridge

So if you feel
you’d like to get
your creative juices
flowing in a safe
and fun environment
We’ll be using Drama techniques such as
role-play, story-telling, improvisation,
music, movement and much more.

Mondays
starting on
19th September
1 - 2pm

Most of all, it’s fun!

9

BRIDGE DEVELOPMENT DAY
Thursday September 22nd
10.30am-3.45pm
at the Bridge
WHAT IS MOST
IMPORTANT OR
VALUABLE IN
WHAT WE DO?

HOW DO
YOU SEE
THE
BRIDGE?

WHAT WOULD MAKE
THE BRIDGE WORK
BETTER FOR YOU?
A look at who we think we are as a
company, and where we want to be.
This is a chance for everyone who’s involved in the Bridge to help set
priorities for deciding where we spend our money and put our energy for
the next while.
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SPECIAL
GUEST

CLARE COUTTS
Clare will be
here in the
morning

BUFFET
LUNCH

to help us think about what
possibilities there are for the
Bridge, and what obstacles
we might need to overcome
to achieve them.

MEMBERS GENERAL MEETING
to elect new directors and clarify their role in the Bridge.
Fun and effective INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES
to help ensure everyone’s view is received and recorded.

ALL WELCOME

come for all or any part of the day.
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SCAR by Rich Holloway

12

Manifest.
Sadness leaves a scar.
An ugly one,
fades white with time.
All in a line:
my sadness scars.
Down my arms
and calfs
and thighs.
Sometimes, they burn
and itch furiously.
No balm can calm them.
No one will ever touch me now.

afterwards.
What does one do
afterwards?
When the blood has run dry,
the wound become a scar.
What is there to say
when the words have
all been spoken
and each fractured part
has entered the heart?
Corrie F
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Ways of Handling a Prospective Rough or Sleepless
Night
In my article How to really say ‘Goodbye’ to ‘mental health’ issues
(News from the Bridge Collective for October – December 2009), I
explained how I had put together a whole approach and methodology
that enables ordinary people to more or less single-handedly
progressively clear all their ‘mental health’ issues to an extent and
degree that is beyond the imaginings of psychiatric workers and indeed
psychologists. I present all that on my own Self Realization & ClearMindedness website so that people can take up the methods and
become their own best healers, just as I succeeded in being for myself.
Since I wrote that article I wrote a new piece that would be of particular
practical interest for anyone who has, or has had, so-called ‘mental
health’ issues – though in reality it would be just as relevant for the vast
majority of other people too, whether or not they think of themselves as
having mental health issues, for it concerns how to handle and indeed
progressively clear sleep problems.
What keeps you awake when you want – indeed, need – to get to sleep?
Is it ‘voices’ (i.e. the ‘hearing voices’ so beloved of psychiatric doctors)?
Or is it attacks of nasty emotional feelings or repeated and persistent
sexual arousals? Is it paranoia? Or is it maelstroms of ‘night hell’
visuals, or apparent visitations from or apparitions of spirits, ‘entities’ or
‘aliens’? Or maybe it’s more mundane worry thoughts or a physically or
emotionally excited and restless state, or tinnitus or a physical pain, or
disturbance from noisy neighbours or simply from traffic passing
outside?
Whatever the cause of any sleep loss that you may experience, my new
web page on handling sleep problems contains information that would
be bound to be relevant for you, and which, if awarely taken on board
and acted upon, could greatly assist you in mastering your situation and
minimizing or indeed actually eliminating your sleeping difficulties,
enabling you, probably at a very early stage, to be able to say ‘goodbye’
to any sleeping medication that you may have been taking.
On that page I give particular emphasis to sleep loss caused by
interference and attacks from the universal troublesome non-physical
influence that, for want of a better expression, I call the dark force.
Whether or not you want to countenance the notion of something that
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could be called a ‘dark force’, through my own observations I have
come to recognise the troublesome influence that I am talking about as
being the underlying cause or at least primary aggravator of virtually all
so-called mental health issues, and so naturally it is implicated, at least
in some measure, in virtually all sleep problems. For the sake of my
own well-being I myself picked up and developed a set of simple
methods to progressively clear me of its interferences, and as part of
that process I settled on a simple and effective strategy for managing
and indeed clearing sleep problems.
Some of the relevant measures would be reasonably widely known, but
not others, because the relevant professionals and researchers do not
understand the pervasiveness of dark force interference and thus the
need for measures to reduce or eliminate that interference. Indeed,
generally they are simply unwilling to recognise the dark force or indeed
any non-physical underlying cause of the multitude of physical or
‘mental’ problems that we experience. Also, for the most part they do
not even properly understand the true nature and important functions of
sleep, let alone understand what the ‘sleeping’ medication that doctors
and mental healthcare workers so readily hand out actually does to you.
So, my sleep-assisting methods are based on an understanding of the
need to get your awareness better grounded and all relevant beliefs and
illusory realities in your mindspace – many of which may be hidden –
dissolved. Equally important is to immunize yourself against what I call
emotional button-pushing, which is one of the elements of the feedback
loops that the dark force cultivates in your awareness to create a
sleepless condition. I have an extremely simple procedure to ‘zap’
specific current emotional button-pushings and to make oneself
increasingly immune to further pressings of those particular emotional
‘buttons’. The only ‘equipment’ you need for this latter procedure is
either a Clarity-Sphere or an Energy Egg, as I explain on the page.
Particularly when a particular sleep disturbance is too strong / persistent
for the ‘zapping’ of illusory realities and emotional button-pushings to
clear it reasonably quickly, that is the most appropriate time to bring in
what I call the Supportive Surroundings strategy. Indeed, this is what
classic insomniacs need to be using instead of just getting up and doing
things instead of lying in bed. That ‘classic’ behaviour of insomniacs is
extremely harmful, because the sleep really is needed, and just giving
up on sleep is a complete no-no for healthy living and emotional wellbeing. Although the overall concept of a supportive surroundings
strategy would already be familiar to some people, on my web page I go
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into considerable detail about how you can make it optimally
effective, because, without the necessary awareness and
understanding, people would generally go about it in a minimally
effective way, which in many cases would actually further weaken the
grounding of their awareness and so actually compound their problem
long-term.
My approach to handling sleep problems is practical and pragmatic, so I
do include sleeping tablets among the options – though I list it as a ‘take
it if you really must’ option, for one to wean oneself off as soon as
reasonably possible. On the web page I explain a whole lot that the
psychiatric / mental healthcare workers won’t have told you, and indeed
don’t even know, about the nature and purpose of sleep and how
sleeping medication interferes with it. There is a specific and extremely
important reason why ongoing use of sleeping tablets causes apparent
dependency and also apparent tolerance (i.e. progressively reducing
effectiveness), and I explain about that and how, with just a little basic
understanding, you can maximize your genuine benefit and minimize
the harm from your sleeping tablets. The only way to actually eliminate
further harm from the medication of course is to cease the medication
altogether – something I would definitely encourage!
One crucial thing to understand about sleep disturbances of ANY kind –
indeed including noisy neighbours and low-flying aircraft at night – is that
what keeps you awake for any significant period is NOT the disturbing
factor itself but your own emotional response to it. Yes, you do need to
take whatever practical action you reasonably can to get external
disturbing factors reduced or eliminated, but nonetheless you still need
to render yourself immune to the emotional button-pushing that is also
involved – and that is where my methods come in.
Another essential thing to understand if you really do want to have a
good night’s sleep is that, in the face of any sort of sleeping difficulty,
trying to go to sleep actually makes it more difficult to do so! It is also
stressful, so adding fatigue over and above what fatigue you gain as a
result of simply not sleeping when sleep is needed. So, you need to let
go of the notion of trying to sleep, and think instead of allowing yourself
full opportunity to sleep. On the web page I go into how you can make
that distinction in practical terms, so that you can get the best out of a
night even when particular factors prevent you from having a full night’s
clearly recognisable sleep. That approach is MUCH healthier than
automatically reaching for the sleeping tablets as your supposed
solution.

3
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I have now written enough for here, and I wish you all a very good
and peaceful night, without a sleeping tablet in sight – again and again!

Ways of Handling a Prospective Rough or Sleepless
Night
www.clarity-of-being.org/sleepless-night-handling.htm
The page is a long article – far too long to be
acceptable reproduced here, which is why I am
simply giving a little ‘trailer’ for it above.
My Little Brush with Psychiatry
www.clarity-of-being.org /brush-with-psychiatry.htm
I list this very long page again as it is a highly relevant
background, showing how it is possible to use one’s
psychiatric hospitalizations or other encounters with
the mental health services to actually learn what you
need to know in order to understand and address
your own issues without ever again having to rely on
the ignorant and unaware outlook of the psychiatric
professionals. I got myself out of the dire ‘hole’ that I’d
unwittingly fallen into with dark force shenanigans,
while the doctors could only look on with discomfiture
and bemusement at my rather spectacular
‘recoveries’ that were achieved while spurning their
harmful ‘assistance’ – and you too could achieve such
successes!
Self Realization & Clear-Mindedness (Home Page)
www.clarity-of-being.org
Explore my whole approach to the REAL mental
health, which is self actualization, and is intrinsically
DIY, not requiring any professionals or ‘help’, at least
to any significant extent.

Philip
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Basic Maths I
John Allsup
http://chalisque.com/maths
chalisque.wordpress.com

Mathematics can be beautiful, fun and joyful, but for many it just isn’t. I’m not going to apportion
blame for this, nor am I going to accept that it needs to be that way. The aim here is to set you on a
path to an understanding of mathematics and mathematical concepts such that you find at least one of
these three emotions: Fun, Joy and Beauty. The purpose of this short article is to introduce the basic
concepts required for an intuitive understanding of mathematics.
The idea is to introduce concepts one by one, at each stage the student or pupil being required to
play and experiment with what they have seen and nothing more so as to fully explore the concepts
introduced to their own satisfaction. Stages can be revisited as often as necessary and there are many
possible intermediate stages that may be explored.
We introduce our concepts in the following order. Note that we do not introduce ideas such as correctness or truth until the later stages: all that is desired is free or semi-structured play with no explicity
aim.
1. Names
2. Numbers
3. Operators
4. Brackets
5. Simple Logical Symbols
6. Functions
7. Variables
8. Sequences
9. Strings
10. Well-formed Strings
11. True and False Strings

1
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1

Names

Objects have names, for example a cow is a cow, which might be called Joan. Here we indicate names
by giving them a capital letter. We do not have english grammar yet, so we don’t talk of ‘a cow’, just
Cow: grammar is for later. We give Names capital letters and write them in sans-serif Like So so as to
distinguish them from variables, which have lower case letters and may be either known or unknown.
Some Examples are:
Cow, Dog, Sheep,
Car, Train, Bus,
Bev, Sarah, Andrew,
Mum, Dad, Sister, Brother,
Son, Daughter, etc.
With some names such as Cow we usually write it without a capital letter unless we want to emphasise
that it is a name. So we write ‘cow’ rather than ‘Cow’. Some names, such as ‘Bev’ or ‘John’ are
always written with capital letters (unless you really mean not to). When we are attaching meaning
to a name, we shall format it Thus.
Occasionally, a name will have more than one CapitalLetter. This convention spills over from the
world of computer programming and is called CamelCase partly because of the humps in the middle.

2

Numbers

There are many Numbers. For now we concentrate on the most important ones to begin with. There
are five Basic numbers: 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7. There is one very simple number: 1. We call this number
Unity. We give the other basic numbers the following names:
2 is Two, or Duality;
3 is Three, or Simplicity;
5 is Five, or Complexity;
7 is Seven, or Completeness.
These are all Small numbers, which for now are the numbers up to 10. The other small numbers are
4 (Four), 6 (Six), 8 (Eight), 9 (Nine) and 10 (Ten). The numbers 4 and 9 are best thoght of as Squares
of 2 and 3 respectively. The numbers 6, 8 and 10 are best thought of as Rectangles.
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It is important that you are able to see these numbers as objects of play without any additional meaning. We shall add meaning later, but you must never lose the Freedom to see numbers without their
meanings: just as shapes on a page.

3

Operators

There are many ways of combining numbers, but the two most important are Addition (+) and
Multiplication. At this stage we’re not going to tell you what these do in any way, just that they
are additional symbols for you to play with (pun intended). There are a few other Operators and
together they are:
+ Addition or Plus;
· Multiplication or Times;
− Subtraction or Minus;
÷ Division or DividedBy.
There are a couple you will meet later: Fractions and Remainders.

4

Playtime 1

Let’s see what we can do with the symbols we have so far.
1. 1 + 1 + 2 + 1 − 1 + 2 + 3 − 4 + +4343 + +98234 × 234
2. 277998710 + 10 + 1 + 2+
3. 3 × 4 + 5 × 6 + 7 × 8 × 9 × × + × − 4 ÷ 10
Don’t think about what the numbers signify: just Play.
We can also play with our names:
John + Allsup = Happy × 3 + 43 ÷ 4

5

Brackets

At some point we want to be able to group together multiple Symbols so that we can play with them
as a single object (think of this as putting Lego together to make a toy that you can then play with as
a single toy).
We can put things in brackets like so: (345 + 678 × (4 − 3 ÷ 77 × ×)). Brackets can go inside brackets and other things can go in them as well. Have a Play. Used in this way, the ( is called an
OpeningBracket and the ) is called a ClosingBracket. You can use ‘(’ and ‘)’ as symbols, just don’t
call them Brackets if you do that—things will get confusing otherwise.

3
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6

Simple Logical Symbols

Some other Symbols to play with are:
← known as If;
→ which is Onlyif;
¬ which is a Not (or you may like to think of it as a simple Knot!);
∧ which is a kind of And; and
∨ which is an Or (maybe an Ore?) Finally we have
= which is called Equals; and
�= which is read Doesn’t Equal or Is Not Equal To.
These are called LogicalSymbols. Usually, we can get from one logical symbol (e.g. =) to its Negation
(�=) by drawing a line through it. Again, just have a Play.

7

Functions

We can bring Names and Brackets together like follows: The(Cat) Sat(Onthe(Mat)). Here we say
that The is used as a Function taking Cat as an Argument. Functions can Call other functions, so the
function Sat calls the function Onthe which then takes the argument Mat. For example:
1. The(Quick(Brown(Fox)))Jumps(Over)The(Lazy(Dog))
2. Jack+Jill=Went(Up(The(Hill)))=To(Fetch(A(Pail(Of(Water)))))
3. Ab(Cd(E f g))) → Hi(Jk(Lmno(P)))

8

Variables

When we gave you Names to play with, we required that they be capitalised. Here is the reason why:
we want to talk about things that are Unknown but not totally unknown, so they are partially Known.
We want to express what we Know about something that is Unknown. We do this with Variables.
A variable is a lowercase letter such as a, b, or often x. Now we can write
f (x) = x + 3
which is more like the sort of thing you see people writing when they do Real Maths (or Mathematics
to give it its full name).
1. a(Cow) = An(Animal)
2. a + b(c) = d(Eee − Eﬀ + Jee)
4
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9

Sequences

This Section is all about how to use the Comma (,). We can write Lists or Sequences of things like so:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
We can put anything we like in a list or a sequence, so we could also write:
f (x), f (y), f (z), g(a), h(b, c, d), ζ (0).
Don’t let the ζ scare you: it’s just a Greek Letter. There are a few more Greek letters, for example:
α, β , γ, δ , ε, ζ , η, θ , φ , κ, π, ρ, ω.
They can be quite nice to draw.

10

Strings

A sequence of symbols such as “1 + 1 = 2 + 3 == 4 − 3 × 5” is called a String. You’ve already
been playing with Strings, so I needn’t tell you more. But look how I used Double Quotes (“,”) to
enclose the string. You don’t have to use Double Quotes but it can help to separate the string from the
surrounding Text. Just play with them: Text and Strings can be fun.

11

Well-formed Strings

Certain strings are more ‘correct’ than others. We call these Well-Formed strings. For example
1+1 = 3
and
1+1 = 2
are both Well-Formed strings, but
1 + 1 = + + +2+??ssFlubber
is not.
You form a well formed string by starting with some Names, Variables, Operators, etc. and joining
them together. You can use an Operator such as + or · to join two Numbers or Variables for example.
Try to come up with some well-formed strings and ask the Teacher for suggestions and help.

12

True Strings and False Strings

We all know that if you start with One Apple and pick up another Apple, you get Two Apples but never
Three Apples (well, I’ve never got 3 Apples this way!) So we say that 1 + 1 = 2 is True and 1 + 1 = 3
is False. Be very careful about what you call True and what you call False: make sure you are Sure.
Basically, a string is True if it says something true, and False if it says something false. It is Uncertain
if you don’t know, and it is quite alright not to know.
5

Quotes
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All generalizations are bad. R.H. Grenier
Always be yourself, express
yourself, have faith in
yourself, do not go out and
look for a successful
personality and duplicate it.
Bruce Lee

Might we not say to the
confused voices which
sometimes arise from the
depths of our being:
"Ladies, be so kind as to
speak only four at a
time?" Madame Swetchine

No excellent soul is exempt from a mixture of madness.
Aristotle

Madness need not be all breakdown. It may also be break-through. R.D. Laing
Health consists of having the same diseases as one's neighbours.
Quentin Crisp
To have become a deeper
man is the privilege of
those who have suﬀered.
Oscar Wilde

The most valuable lesson
man has learned from his
dog is to kick a few blades
of grass over it and move on.
Robert Brault

Don't get your knickers in a knot.
Nothing is solved and it just makes you walk funny.
Kathryn Carpenter
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Lemon Courgette Cake
Ingredients
Serves: 12
200g (7 oz) grated courgette
150g (5 oz) caster sugar
1 egg
125ml (4 fl oz) vegetable oil
200g (7 oz) plain flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
2 teaspoons lemon zest

method
Prep:15 mins | Cook:45 mins
Preheat oven to 160 C / Gas mark 3. Grease a loaf tin.
In a bowl, beat together the courgette, sugar, egg and oil. In a
separate bowl, sift together the flour, salt, bicarbonate of soda and
baking powder; stir in the cinnamon and lemon zest. Stir the flour
mixture into the courgette mixture just until blended. Pour the
batter into the prepared tin.
Bake 60 minutes in the preheated oven until a knife inserted in the
centre comes out clean. Remove from heat and cool about 10
minutes before turning out onto a wire rack to cool completely.
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tahini cookies
Tahini

Ingredients
Makes: 36 biscuits
6 tablespoons tahini
175g honey
1/2 teaspoon ground
cinnamon
120g porridge oats
60g chopped walnuts

(sesame butter)
is available at the
Bridge Wholefoods
for £2.35
a jar

Preparation method
Prep: 15 mins | Cook: 10 mins
Preheat the oven to 180 C / Gas 4. Grease 3 baking
trays.
In a medium bowl, stir together the tahini, honey
and cinnamon.
Mix in walnuts and porridge oats until well blended.
Drop by teaspoonfuls onto the prepared baking
trays. Cookies should be about 5 cms apart as they
will spread a little when baking.
Bake for 10 minutes, or until
edges are slightly brown.
Cool on the baking tray for a
few minutes before removing to
wire racks to cool completely.
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DIRECTORS NEEDED FOR THE BRIDGE
The Bridge Collective now has only 4 directors,
one less than required by our constitution. This
means that the remaining 4 directors are not
empowered to make the decisions that allow the
company to function, until we have restored the
number to 5 or more.
The shortfall has arisen because two directors
(Nicola and Martin) are temporarily not able to fulfil
this role. We thank them for the work they have done
to date. Both continue to be active in the Bridge in
other roles.

Why do we need directors?
Almost all major decisions at the Bridge are made in open meetings
that anyone can attend. This includes deciding on how to spend our
money, company policies, contracts between the Bridge and other
parties, and many other things. Our preference is to work by
consensus, so that everyone is happy with the direction we are
going in. If there is disagreement and we need to vote on
something, all Bridge Members present may vote.
However, there is an elected group of directors whose job is to:
Attend all meetings, to ensure decisions can be made;
Ensure that any decision is legal, in line with the Bridgeʼs principles,
and will not harm the company;
Be accountable for implementing decisions made (ie taking the
necessary actions or delegating them to someone else, and then
making sure they have been done);
Be legally accountable for decisions and actions (or failure to act) of
the company.
In addition, the company requires leadership, which means having
ideas about what we could do and how we could do it, and bringing
those ideas to be discussed and perhaps agreed or amended by
the company as a whole. Our intention is that anybody involved in
the Bridge can offer or contribute to this kind of leadership; but
directors have a special responsibility to ensure that it is present.
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So in brief, anyone at the Bridge can participate in
leadership and decision making. But we elect directors to
be responsible and accountable in these areas and we
canʼt operate as a company without them.

Whatʼs the plan?
Our shortfall of Directors presents us with a temporary crisis,
because we canʼt make any legally valid decisions.
Therefore, a General Meeting for Bridge Members (at which nonmembers will be welcome as observers) will be held on 22nd
September at 1pm as part of the Bridge Development Day.
Its purpose will be to:
Agree a provisional role description for directors;
Elect new directors (in addition to existing directors, who do not
need to be re-elected);
Appoint a new company secretary.
A formal notice of this meeting will be sent to all Bridge Members.
Reminder – this is an important opportunity for members to
support and have a say in the company, but only up-to-date
members will have a vote so please make sure you have
renewed your subscription for this year.

Directors needed – could it be you?
We do need directors, but there are many ways you can help and
support the Bridge. Being a director is just one of them. We need
you to be involved in the way that works best for you and suits your
skills and the person you are.
So we are looking for directors who will enjoy the work and be able
to do it reliably – people who:
• Understand how the Bridge works, its aims and ethos
• Like working in a team and can be open to all points of view
• Like and enjoy the kind of work involved
• Can put in the necessary time commitment
• Are willing to accept the challenge of dealing with the more difficult
issues that may occasionally arise.
• You do not need any specialist advance knowledge, but you do
need to be willing to learn about issues as they arise.
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If you think the job might suit you, please read on...

What are the qualifications for being a director?
1."You must be a paid-up member of the Bridge.
2. You must not be bankrupt.
3. Any unspent criminal convictions must be declared to our
insurers and if they are unwilling to insure us (which may not
necessarily be the case), you will not be able to be a director.
4. You will need to have an enhanced CRB check which would be
arranged by the Bridge after you are conditionally appointed. You
must not have been barred by a court from work with “vulnerable
adults”. If you have other convictions the safeguarding team will
have to decide whether they are relevant (in many cases they will
not be).
5. You are willing to ensure that the company gains and acts upon
up to date knowledge.

What commitment will I be making?
A provisional Role Description will be presented to the General
Meeting to be agreed, which will include guidelines. The following is
a suggestion as to what these might look like.
You will be committing to attend a Directorsʼ Meeting each month
that lasts approximately 2 hours.
You will need to read any briefing information that will be sent in
advance of the meeting, with the agenda. This could include policy
documents that need to be agreed or reviewed. This material will be
kept to a manageable volume which directors will be able to
negotiate collectively.
You will be asked to join smaller working teams with other directors,
members, and employees. These teams might work on things like,
for example, policy development, fundraising, support to volunteers,
or organising events. The work might be done through meetings, by
email, or in other ways to suit those involved.
Rarely, there may be Extra Directors Meetings. These will arise
when there is an emergency or an issue such as a complaint or an
allegation of abuse which it is not appropriate to deal with in an
open meeting. Sometimes such an issue may need more than one
meeting to resolve.
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What support will I get in maintaining this
commitment?
You will be working as part of a team of directors (between 5 and 11
in number) some of whom will have been doing the job for several
years.
At least for the time being, you will receive briefings by post, and a
telephone reminder of meetings.
Basic training and briefing in issues where you may have to make
informed decisions will be available.
You will have access to monthly Team Supervision along with
others working at the Bridge, with external facilitation by the Zebra
Collective.
There is a resource pack which gives sources of information and
local forums that support directors in their role.

What will my legal responsibilities be?
The activities of the Bridge Collective are governed by our
Memorandum and Articles which
are available to see at the Bridge office, and on the website, and
any member will be given a printed copy on request. As a director
you must pursue the objectives listed in the Memorandum of
Association and you must act within the powers granted in the
Memorandum and Articles of Association.
The Companies Act 2006 requires company directors to act in a
way most likely to promote the success of the business.
You must exercise a degree of skill and care. You must: show the
skill expected of a person with your knowledge and experience and
act as a reasonable person would do looking after their own
business.
You must act in good faith in the interests of the company as a
whole.
This includes: declaring any conflicts of interest; not making
personal profits at the company's expense.
You must obey the law: company law requires the directors
(collectively) to produce proper accounts and send various
documents to Companies House – you will not necessarily do
this work yourself but you are responsible with the other directors
for making sure it is done; other laws include areas such as health
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and safety, employment law and tax; you may be responsible for the
actions of company employees; duty of care towards people in the
Bridge.
Acting improperly can lead to fines, disqualification
from being a director, personal liability for the
company's debts or a criminal conviction. However, you
are not at risk of this if you act conscientiously and in
good faith.

What if I miss a meeting?
If you need to miss a meeting, you will need to send apologies (in
advance if possible) giving your reason.
It is fully understood that people need holidays sometimes and are
sometimes ill.
If you miss occasional meetings but continue to maintain your
commitment as a director and to keep in contact, there will be no
problem.
If you have reason to expect that you will not be able to fulfil your
commitment for a temporary period, you will need to discuss this
with the other directors.
If you miss two consecutive meetings, or more than 4 in a year, and
have not discussed this with the other directors, you will be asked
to consider whether you are able to continue your commitment.
A director can be removed from his or her position by the remaining
directors after missing two meetings without good reason; or at any
time by a majority vote in a General Meeting of Bridge Collective
Members.
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How do I become a Director?
1. You are strongly advised to come and discuss what is
involved and whether it is for you. Please contact Andrew
to arrange this.
2. If you wish to go ahead, you need to check you fulfil the
conditions listed above. If you have any criminal record,
you are invited to discuss this in advance with Andrew
(acting Safeguarding Officer). CRB checks will not be done
until you have been conditionally elected.
3. You will need to attend the General Meeting at the Bridge
at 1pm on 22nd September 2011 and nominate yourself at
the meeting, and be willing to answer questions from
members before they vote on whether to appoint you. If
you are unable to attend, it may be possible to be elected
in your absence – please discuss this with Andrew.
4. After being elected, you will need to attend a Directorʼs
Induction which will be arranged after the General Meeting.
5. Your position as a Director will commence from the first
Directorsʼ Meeting you attend after attending an induction
and being cleared by the Safeguarding Team.
6. You will then remain a director until the AGM in 2013
(provisionally in May), unless you resign in writing or your
directorship ends for any of the reasons listed in the
Articles of Association.

Good Luck!
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Directors Meeting Minutes
Apologies: Fleur, Bridie
Present: Martin, Bev, Chris, Sarah, Andrew, Nicola
Number of director’s present: 3
Date: 29th June 2011
Subject
Heading
Minutes
Directors to renew
membership
External supervision

Action/Decision
Read and agreed

Letter to be written to directors who haven’t removed Company
secretary meeting to action
Agreed to invite Marc from Zebra Collective to talk to us about what
he can offer (even if we have to pay). Then we will need to discuss
payment for attendance to Bridge workers
Cleaning Job
There is a proposal for Martin, Bev and Sarah to interview the
applicants. Person qualities to be used a guide for the interview
Keys
Sarah will contact Spazio to see if we can get a duplicate key to the
underground Sound sliding door.
Director resignation
Nicola will resign as a director as from the end of this meeting, and
also not continuing with a number of other responsibilities as listed
in the attached letter.
Thanks to Nicola for all her work.
What to do about these responsibilities to be looked at Company
Secretary meeting in the first instance.
Rainbowmind
Nicola is withdrawing from being keyholder/support for
Rainbowmind. Nicola will tell group and ask Lena to be in contact
with the Bridge about what they want to do.
Finance support/
The following proposal will be put by Sarah to the directors who are
experts by experience not present and their agreement/not to be recorded in minute book
(Andrew and Nicola not included due to conflict of interest)
Project/payment/project structure development worker. Propose
Nicola to be taken on temporary contract for this position. From
money agreed for finance support worker.
Insurance
Not valid because information about criminal records is not up to
date: Sarah to contact insurers to find out what we need to do.
CRB checks
Andrew will temporarily take on being “designated person” for CRB
checks. Andrew, Bev and Sarah: to share task of chasing up
outstanding CRB checks.
Keeping in touch with Proposal from a member read and agreement that we should look
absent members
for ways we can do this. Andrew to talk to the member who made
the proposal.
Furniture donations
Rich to go to Air Ambulance donation event. He can donate up to
£10 per item and up to £50 total. Bev to communicate with Rich.
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Subject
Heading
Funding bids

Keys
Keyholder review
Communication
Facebook
First aid training
Newsletter email list
Fundraising

Action/Decision
Rayne Foundation bid to be taken to Eby E meeting to discuss the
amount we want to ask for. Letters to trusts for funding for WAGS
materials: agreed in principle subject to checking with Lis that there
is not another plan for listing these trusts.
There is now a key book to record keys in and out. All keys in and
out to be processed by Sarah
There is now a key book to record keys in and out. All keys in and
out to be processed by Sarah
To discuss at communication team meeting: in particular
expectations about email communication. Also for group
supervision.
Bev will set up facebook pages for the Bridge and Greenwood
project. Passwords to be shared (Sarah for Bridge, Andrew for
Greenwood).
Sarah and Martin to organise first aid training (after working out
who needs to do what training). (Andrew and Nicola will hand over
information to Sarah)
Bev and Sarah to work together on setting up a group and an email
to be sent out to.
Fundraising process to be reviewed with Lis when she comes in July.
Nicola will contact Lis. Dates for this work to be reviewed.
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Directors Meeting Minutes
Apologies: Fleur, Martin
Present: Sarah, Mike, Andrew, Nicola
Number of director’s present: 1
Date: 20th July 11
Subject
Heading
Recruitment of
Directors

Action/Decision

Martin is standing down as director. the Bridge Collective now has 4
directors and the Articles require the remaining directors to either:
* co-opt at least one more director
* call a general meeting
As the meeting doesnʼt have a quorum we are unable to co-opt
another director.
The meeting can make provisional decisions on the above matters
only.
General Meeting
To hold a general meeting at 1pm in the Development Day, Thursday
Proposal
22nd of September. To be confirmed by directors. Andrew will draft :
notice and explanation and contact directors.
Proposal to put to the * 1.5 hours of Greenwood time (Andrew) is transfered to Community
General Meeting
and Development time (Andrew). This will be to support and
develop the Company Secretary role and directors.
* To agree temporary director role description
* To appoint directors and company secretary
Proposals to be agreed Proposal is - agenda items to be in the agenda file by 2 oʼclock on
by directors:
the 1st Wednesday of the month and the directors meeting to be on
1. regular agenda item the 3rd Wednesday of the month.
and directors meeting
date.
2. Bridge Development Proposal: invite Clare Coutts - special guest to the development day.
Day
3. Feedback from
Course by CEU, Exeter CVS and Devon Consortium - about
Measuring Social
demonstrating the value of what we do. Key things learnt: in the
Impact Course
Monitoring and Development file in the office and to take to
Development Day.
4. Underground Sound Sarah to find out Alexʼs preference re: Underground Sound post and
post
to contact Rich and speak about volunteer expenses. Thank you
Rich.
5. Keyholder review
Ben has retired from being a keyholder. Thank you Ben. Lena, Sarah,
Bev, Andrew, Nicola, David, Chris, and Mike have all their keyholder
requirements in place. Pending information from: Neil, Marcus, Sue,
Elaine, Bridie, Fleur.
Action: Andrew and Sarah are following the information up.
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Subject
Heading
6. Experts by
Experience Project
Facilitators

Action/Decision

Remaining Items

Proposal: from October, fund project facilitation for 5 hrs per week as
a temporary post. Action: pending director decision, do preparatory
work:
job description
recruitment proposal
continue funding bid work
Interviews are waiting on directors decision. Sarah will contact
applicants.
to be deferred to the next directors meeting.

Set dates

Directorsʼ Meetings:

Good News

We have been provisionally successful in securing the Awards for All
Grant for Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) sessions to be held at the
Bridge Collective.

7. Cleaning job

September Wednesday 21st
October Wednesday 19th
November Wednesday 16th
Agenda item deadline:
September Wednesday 7th
October Wednesday 5th
November Wednesday 2th
Supervision:
provisional dates to be agreed tomorrow
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Directors Meeting Minutes
Apologies:
Present: Andrew, Nicola
Number of director’s present: 1
Date: 17th August 2011
Subject
Heading
Meeting Status

Minutes

Action/Decision
a)This meeting is being held inquorate
b)The Bridge collective doesnʼt currently have a constitutional
number of directors
c)So this is not a legally valid directors meeting
d)Members General Meeting has been convened on Thursday 22nd
September to appoint new directors
Minutes were read

People to talk to Clare Andrew has a list to confirm with people that they are happy to do it.
Underground Sound
Remaining items

Andrew to contact Alex and Dave re: covering Underground Sound
day - 2nd September
To be deferred to next directorsʼ meeting

Feedback

Talked about opportunities and process for feedback

Would you like to write an article, a
poem or share a favourite recipe?
Maybe you have a hobby, or an
opinion that other people would be
interested in.
This newsletter is where you can
share your artwork, your ideas and
experiences.
The deadline for contributions to the next
newsletter is

Friday 11th November
If you would like to contribute to the next
newsletter please contact:
Bev at
bev.bridgecollective@hotmail.com
or

0796 7123 597

For those who care this is a comic sans free newsletter.

